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Let p be an odd prime, and let K/K0 be a quadratic extension of
number ﬁelds. Denote by K± the maximal Zp-power extensions
of K that are Galois over K0, with K+ abelian over K0 and K−
dihedral over K0. In this paper we show that for a Galois represen-
tation over K0 satisfying certain hypotheses, if it has odd Selmer
rank over K then for one of K± its Selmer rank over L is bounded
below by [L : K ] for L ranging over the ﬁnite subextensions of K
in K±. Our method of proof generalizes a method of Mazur and
Rubin, building upon results of Nekovárˇ, and applies to abelian va-
rieties of arbitrary dimension, (self-dual twists of) modular forms
of even weight, and (twisted) Hida families.
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1. Introduction
This paper ﬁts into a circle of ideas that might broadly be called arithmetic in p-adic dihedral
extensions of number ﬁelds. A stunning result in this area follows from the formula of Gross and
Zagier [4] and Kolyvagin’s Euler system [7]. These works establish the existence of a wealth of points
on elliptic curves in certain dihedral extensions of Q. More precisely, let E/Q be a (modular) elliptic
curve of conductor N without complex multiplication, and let K/Q be an imaginary quadratic ﬁeld
satisfying the Heegner condition relative to N . For a prime p > 3 that is split in K and at which E
has good, ordinary reduction, we let K−/K denote the p-anticyclotomic extension. Suppose that E has
analytic rank one over K ; then for every ﬁnite subextension L of K−/K , one has rankZ E(L) [L : K ].
(The Heegner points supply the desired rank.)
We call K−/Q a p-adic dihedral extension, since it is Galois; it contains a quadratic subextension
K/Q with K−/K a Zp-power extension; and the conjugation action of (any lift to K− of) the nontriv-
ial automorphism of K/Q upon Gal(K−/K ) is by means of inversion. Given a self-dual motive over Q,
a general yoga of signs of functional equations leads us to expect that if the underlying geometric ob-
ject has an odd number of rational cycles over K , then it acquires rational algebraic cycles in number
at least equal to [L : K ], for L ranging over the ﬁnite subextensions of K−/K . In the case considered
by Gross, Zagier, and Kolyvagin, this can be seen on the levels of L-functions, algebraic cycles, and
Selmer groups all at once.
Our present work generalizes a weakened form of the above result. Let p be an odd prime, and
let K/K0 be a quadratic extension of number ﬁelds. Denote by K± the maximal Zp-power extensions
of K that are Galois over K0, with K+ abelian over K0 and K− p-adic dihedral over K0. We show
that for a Galois representation over K0 satisfying certain hypotheses, if it has odd Selmer rank over
K then for one of K± its Selmer rank over L is bounded below by [L : K ] for L ranging over the ﬁnite
subextensions of K in K± . (See Section 2.2 for the precise statement.)
It should be noted that Nekovárˇ has obtained a much more precise result (cf. [12, 10.7.15.iii])
by making use of the Cassels–Tate pairing apparatus, which we do not need. Our method of proof
instead generalizes a method of Mazur and Rubin, which has the effect of greatly simplifying and
shortening the exposition. We hope that this paper will be of use to those who wish to quickly
become comfortable with the techniques before (or without) reading Nekovárˇ’s systematic treatment.
The work falls naturally into two parts. The ﬁrst part is a purely cohomological result for p-adic
Galois representations; we just say here that it requires a self-dual, “ordinary” representation with
no Tamagawa obstructions, no exceptional zeroes, and a weak form of residual irreducibility. The
representation may be free over any complete, Noetherian, Gorenstein local ring with ﬁnite residue
ﬁeld. The second part of our work is to show when the theorem applies to concrete examples.
The main insight is that by working only in the cohomological arena, we need not appeal to any
deep conjectures to prove our result; this allows us to obtain very general evidence for the framework
of conjectures. On the other hand, any application of the result to producing algebraic cycles requires
the resolution of these conjectures. We also underscore the obvious drawback of our approach: it is
unable to distinguish between K+ and K−!
There are quite diverse circumstances under which the ability to descend a variety below a given
base ﬁeld conjecturally implies the existence of rational cycles. For example, in [1], it is shown how to
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conjectures, predict the existence of rational algebraic cycles “for free” after enlarging the ﬁnite ﬁeld.
To conclude the introduction, we describe the contents of the paper. Immediately following, we
begin with our notation and running hypotheses. In the second section, we prove our main technical
result, using the methods of Mazur and Rubin and Nekovárˇ. In the third section, we deduce appli-
cations to the Selmer groups of abelian varieties, modular forms, and Hida families. In the fourth
section, we give concrete numerical examples. We draw special attention to Appendix A, in which we
give a concise exposition of Nekovárˇ’s Selmer complexes, assuming only standard knowledge of Galois
cohomology.
1.1. Notation and hypotheses
The following notation will be in force through this paper.
p denotes an odd rational prime.
(R,m,k) is a Gorenstein, complete, Noetherian local ring, with ﬁnite residue ﬁeld of characteris-
tic p, and d = dim R . For any abelian proﬁnite group G , the ring RG is the completed group algebra
of G with coeﬃcients in R . For g ∈ G , we write 〈g〉 for the corresponding grouplike element of RG.
If K/K0 is a quadratic extension of ﬁnite extensions of Q, we let K denote a ﬁxed algebraic closure
of K , with Galois group GK = Gal(K/K ). Denote the maximal Zp-power-extension of K in K by K∞ .
For any subextension L of K∞/K whatsoever, we set ΓL := Gal(L/K ) and ΛL := RΓL, and write
IL := ker(ΛK∞ → ΛL) for its relative augmentation ideal. Moreover, for any ΛK∞ -module M , we set
ML := M ⊗ΛK∞ ΛL = M/ILM . We drop the subscripts when L = K∞ (since IK∞ = 0 anyway). The
involution ι given by inversion γ 	→ γ−1 on Γ induces an action on all groups and group rings above,
and we denote these actions all by the same symbol. For a Λ-module M , if we twist the Λ-module
structure through ι, the result is written Mι .
Denote by σ ∈ Gal(K/K0) the nontrivial element. Any choice of lift of σ to Gal(K∞/K0) acts by
conjugation on Γ . This allows us to decompose Γ as a product Γ+ × Γ− of eigenspaces, so that (any
lift of) σ acts on Γ± via γ 	→ γ±1. We let K± be the ﬁxed ﬁeld of Γ∓ , so that Γ± is naturally identi-
ﬁed with ΓK± . In general, simply write “±” in subscripts in place of “K±”, as in Λ± , I± , and M± .
For each place v of K we ﬁx an algebraic closure K v of Kv , with Galois group Gv = Gal(K v/Kv).
We also ﬁx embeddings K ↪→ K v , which induce inclusions Gv ↪→ GK as decomposition groups. If
I v ⊂ Gv is the inertia subgroup, we write Frobv ∈ Gv/I v for the arithmetic Frobenius element.
By S we mean a ﬁnite set of places of K0, assumed to contain all Archimedean places and all places
lying over p. The set S f consists of all ﬁnite places of S , and we partition S f = Σ unionsqΣ ′ , with v ∈ Σ if
and only if v lies over p. We let KS be the maximal extension of K in K unramiﬁed outside S , with
Galois group GK ,S = Gal(KS/K ). (Note that K∞ ⊆ KS by [8, §5.4, Lemma (i)].) For each place v of K ,
our choices provide us with a composite map Gv ↪→ GK  GK ,S .
For any ring A, we write D(A) for the derived category of A-modules. By D[a,b]perf (A), where a  b
are integers, we mean the subcategory of D(A) whose objects can be represented by complexes C•
with the Ci ﬁnitely generated and free over A, and nonzero only for a i  b.
We write D for the Pontryagin duality functor HomZp (·,Qp/Zp), and D for the functor
HomR(·, R). The latter operation will only be applied to complexes T • consisting of free R-modules;
and in this scenario, we consider D(T •) as providing an explicit choice of complex representing the
Grothendieck dual of T • in D(R). (The Gorenstein hypothesis means precisely that R itself represents
a dualizing complex. See Section A.3 for more on these matters.) We also let DΛ mean HomΛ(·,Λ),
with the same proviso.
We denote by χcycl :GQ → Z×p the p-adic cyclotomic character. As Z×p decomposes canonically as
μp−1 × (1+ pZp), we accordingly write χcycl = τcycl · γcycl. The Galois character τcycl corresponds via
class ﬁeld theory to the unique Dirichlet character of conductor p whose reduction modulo p is the
mod p cyclotomic character; we abusively use τcycl to denote this Dirichlet character as well. For later
use, we note that, since 1 + pZp is free of rank one over Zp , the character γcycl admits a unique
square root. On the other hand, since μp−1 is cyclic, the character τ icycl only admits a square root
when i is even, in which case there are two, corresponding to the lifts of i ∈ Z/(p− 1) to Z/2(p− 1).
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through multiplication by χ . And if M is an R[GK ]-module we write M(χ) for M ⊗R R(χ), with GK
acting diagonally. As a shorthand, we let M(n) denote M(χncycl) for n ∈ Z.
Given an R-module M , one can associate to each minimal prime p ∈ Spec(R) the rank of M at p.
Namely, the ring T = (Rp)red is a domain, hence
rankR,p M := rankT (M ⊗R T ) := dimFrac T (M ⊗R Frac T )
makes sense. We think of rankR M as the system (rankR,p M)p of nonnegative integers, with p ranging
over the minimal primes in Spec(R). (One similarly deﬁnes corank = rank◦D .) In particular, if M ≈
R⊕d is free of rank d (in the usual parlance), then rankR M has constant value d. Moreover, to say
“rankR M is even (resp. odd,  N)” means that the claim holds for each rankR,p M . The ring Λ satisﬁes
the same hypotheses as R does, and all the above applies to “rankΛ M” as well. On the other hand,
the natural homomorphisms R → Λ → Λ/I = R induce maps Spec(R) → Spec(Λ) → Spec(R) that
are mutually inverse bijections on minimal primes (apply [12, 8.9.7.i] with  = {1}), which we treat as
an identiﬁcation. For M a ﬁnite free Λ-module, one clearly has rankΛ M = rankR M ⊗Λ R under this
identiﬁcation.
2. Technical results
In this section we prove our cohomological theorem on Selmer growth.
The larger body of results we draw upon comes from Nekovárˇ’s formalism of Selmer complexes,
which expresses the arithmetic local and global dualities in the language of derived categories. Since
familiarity with these ideas is not necessary for our proofs, we cite the relevant theorems from [12].
The basic constructions are sketched in Appendix A, for the beneﬁt of the reader who wishes to know
of their origins.
We also use two key ideas of Mazur and Rubin that allow one to force algebraic p-adic L-functions
to have zeroes, granted they obey certain functional equations. In the earlier portion of this section,
we begin by recalling Mazur–Rubin’s ideas in the appropriate generality. In the latter part, we prove
our cohomological theorem.
2.1. Skew-Hermitian complexes and functional equations
In this section we review the method of Mazur and Rubin, stating their results in a generality that
is suitable for our needs.
Consider a complex C• = [Φ u↪→ Ψ ], concentrated in degrees [1,2], with Φ,Ψ ﬁnite free over Λ
of the same rank, and u injective. Assume that this complex is equipped with a quasi-isomorphism
α :C• ∼→ Hom(C•,Λ)ι[−3] satisfying Hom(α,Λ)ι[−3] = −α up to chain homotopy; such α is consid-
ered as equipping C• with a duality pairing. The following provides an example of such a complex.
Let M be free of ﬁnite rank over Λ, equipped with a nondegenerate, skew-Hermitian Λ-bilinear
pairing h :M ⊗ Mι → Λ, with image contained in m. If we write M∗ := HomΛ(Mι,Λ), the adjoint
had :M → M∗ serves as the boundary operator of a complex [M had→ M∗] concentrated in degrees 1,2;
the nondegeneracy of h means that had is injective. This complex is equipped with an obvious duality
pairing. The complex just described, together with its duality structure, is denoted C(M,h)• and called
a basic skew-Hermitian complex.
We will make use of the following two propositions of Mazur and Rubin.
Proposition 2.1. Every C• is quasi-isomorphic to a C(M,h)• , in a manner respecting the duality pairings.
Proof. This is [10, Proposition 6.5]. 
The proof of existence relies crucially on Nakayama’s lemma, and thus on the fact that R is local.
The author sees no means to generalize the methods of [10] beyond the local case.
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ideal that is preserved by Ξ . Then there exists a generator L ∈ I such that Lξ = (ξ)L for some homomor-
phism  :Ξ → {±1}. The value (ξ) depends only on ξ and I , and not on other action of the other involutions
in Ξ , nor on L.
Proof. The proof in [9, Proposition 7.2] refers to the case where R is the ring of integers in a ﬁnite
extension of Qp , but it applies without change to any R under our hypotheses. 
Consider a basic skew-Hermitian complex C• = C(M,h)• over Λ, as above. We will apply the
preceding proposition to the characteristic ideal
I := charΛ H2
(
C•
)= charΛ(cokerhad)= det(had)Λ
(if it is nonzero), and to the group Ξ generated by the two involutions ι and σ , which we now recall.
First, one always has the inversion involution ι :γ 	→ γ−1. We can use the skew-Hermitian prop-
erty of h to calculate that
det
(
had
)ι = det(had ι)= det(−had)= (−1)r det(had),
with r := rankΛ M (mod 2). This shows that I is stable under ι, and moreover that (ι) = (−1)r .
We point out that r may be computed “over R” as follows. The involution ι acts trivially on R , so
had (mod I) is skew-symmetric; therefore, rankR,p(imghad ⊗Λ R) is even for every minimal prime p
of R . This lets us calculate that, for all such p,
r = rankΛ M∗ = rankR,p M∗ ⊗Λ R
≡ rankR,p
(
M∗ ⊗Λ R
)
/
(
imghad ⊗Λ R
)
(mod 2)
= rankR,p
(
cokerhad ⊗Λ R
)
,
where the last equality is by the right exactness of ⊗.
For the other involution, we recall that we are given a degree 2 subﬁeld K0 of K as in Section 1.1,
and we have the involution σ which acts on Γ± via γ 	→ γ±1. In the next section, our complex C
will arise functorially from a Galois module T deﬁned over K0. Each lift of σ to Gal(K∞/K0) will
induce an isomorphism C
∼→ Cσ , and therefore I = charΛ H2(C) will be stable under σ .
2.2. The cohomological theorem
We begin our discussion of our main theorem on Selmer growth by laying out the setup and
hypotheses.
Continue with notations as in Section 1.1. Let T be a nonzero, free, ﬁnite rank R-module with a
continuous, linear GK0,S -action. We require the following list of hypotheses and data attached to T
(whose motivations are explained in Remark 2.4):
(Symp) T is symplectic; i.e., it is equipped with a Galois-equivariant perfect pairing T ⊗ T → R(1),
and hence an isomorphism j : T
∼→ D(T )(1), that is skew-symmetric in the sense that
D( j)(1) = − j.
(Ord) For each v ∈ Σ , we are given a Gv -stable R-direct summand T+v ⊂ T that is Lagrangian
for the symplectic structure: j(T+v ) =D(T /T+v )(1). Set T−v = T /T+v , obtaining an exact se-
quence:
0→ T+v → T → T−v → 0.
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for such v , the operator Frobv −1 acts bijectively on H1(I v , T ).
Set A = D(D(T )) ∼= D(T )(1) (by the self-duality of T ) and A±v = D(T∓v )(1) ⊂ A, obtaining an exact
sequence:
0→ A+v → A → A−v → 0.
One can view A as the “divisible incarnation” of T . Specifying T+v is equivalent to specifying A+v . For
an extension L of K and a place v of L lying over v0 ∈ Σ , we also set T±v = T±v0 and A±v = A±v0 .
Here are our two remaining hypotheses:
(Irr) The following morphism (in which AGK ,S maps diagonally) is injective:
AGK ,S →
⊕
v lying over Σ
A−v .
(Zero) For all places v of K lying over Σ , one has (T−v /m)Gv = 0.
Given the above data, we may deﬁne the (strict Greenberg) Selmer groups of A over any algebraic
extension L of K . For each prime v of L, choose a decomposition group Gv above v in Gal(K/L) and
let I v be its inertia subgroup. Then the Selmer group of A over L is
S A(L) := ker
[
H1
(
Gal(K/L), A
)→∏
vp
H1(I v , A) ×
∏
v|p
H1
(
Gv , A
−
v
)]
. (1)
We now state our main technical theorem.
Theorem 2.3. With notation as in Section 1.1, assume the above ﬁve hypotheses hold for T . If S A(K ) has odd
R-corank, then for at least one choice of sign  = ±, we have corankR S A(L) [L : K ] for every ﬁnite extension
L/K contained in K .
Remark 2.4. The assumption (Ord) is a variant of assuming that T is “ordinary” (or better: “Pancˇiškin”)
above p, and (Tam) is related to p not dividing a “Tamagawa number” at v , for all v  p; see Re-
mark 2.5 below. The condition (Irr) holds, in particular, if A[m]GK ,S = 0, and a fortiori if A[m] is an
irreducible residual representation (note that its rank is at least two). The hypothesis (Zero) excludes
the case of an “algebraic exceptional zero” playing a similar role to those found by Mazur, Tate and
Teitelbaum in [11].
Remark 2.5. In the case where R is the ring of integers O in a ﬁnite extension F of Qp , some
simpliﬁcations are possible. First, O is a DVR, so that A is isomorphic to T ⊗O F/O. Second, O is
a PID, so that in (Ord), to determine T+v , it suﬃces to specify the subspace T+v ⊗O F ⊂ V , where
V = T ⊗O F ; moreover, in (Tam), the freeness assumption is automatically satisﬁed. Third, by the
equation
D
(
Errurv (D, T )
) ∼−→ D(Errurv (Φ, T ))
appearing in the proof of [12, 7.6.7.ii], combined with the calculation of [12, 7.6.9], one can rephrase
(Tam) as the claim that for every v ∈ Σ ′ one has H1(I v , T )Frobv=1tors = 0. The order of H1(I v , T )Frobv=1tors
is precisely the (p-part of the) Tamagawa number of T at v (see [3, Proposition I.4.2.2.ii]). The same
computation also shows that in order to verify this last criterion, it would suﬃce to show that
V Iv /T Iv  AIv .
1030 J. Pottharst / Journal of Number Theory 130 (2010) 1024–1047Remark 2.6. By [12, 10.7.15.iii], under almost identical hypotheses, one can take  = −1, and for L/K
contained in K− one knows that corankR S A(L) is odd.
Our proof of the theorem relies on the following results of Nekovárˇ, which allow us to represent
S A(L) in terms of a certain Selmer complex (cf. Proposition 2.9). For all our Selmer complexes, over
any number ﬁeld containing K0, we choose the local conditions  to be “unramiﬁed” at primes v
lying over Σ ′ , and “(strict) Greenberg” at primes v lying over Σ .
Lemma 2.7. TheD(1)-dual local conditions to  are isomorphic to  under the identiﬁcation T ∼=D(T )(1).
Proof. Plug (Tam) into [12, 7.6.12], and plug (Symp) and (Ord) into [12, 6.7.6.iv]. 
This proposition is Nekovárˇ’s Iwasawa-theoretic arithmetic duality (and perfectness) theorem:
Proposition 2.8. The Iwasawa-theoretic Selmer complex
C := R˜Γ f ,Iw(K∞/K , T ;)
deﬁned in [12, 8.8.5] lies in D[1,2]perf (Λ), and is equipped with a skew-Hermitian duality quasi-isomorphism
α :C
∼−→DΛ(C)ι[−3].
When we represent C by a complex of the form [Φ u→ Ψ ] with Φ,Ψ ﬁnite free over Λ (with respective degrees
1,2), the modules Φ,Ψ have the same rank. Moreover, the Λ-module
S := H2(C)
is Λ-torsion if and only if the differential u is injective.
Proof. All the claims follow by copying the steps of [12, 9.7] word-for-word. In particular: To see that
C lies in D[0,3]perf , use the proof of [12, 9.7.2.ii], noting the necessity of the freeness condition in (Tam)
(which is automatic in the case under Nekovárˇ’s consideration). That α is an isomorphism follows
from Lemma 2.7 and [12, 9.7.3.iv]. It is skew-Hermitian by [12, 9.7.7(ii)]. The placement C ∈ D[1,2]perf (Λ)
follows from (Irr) and [12, 9.7.5.ii]. The ﬁnal two claims are [12, 9.7.7.iv]. 
The letter “S” is meant to remind us of the word “Selmer”. This choice of mnemonic is because of
the following comparison.
Proposition 2.9. Let S A(K∞) be as in Eq. (1). For each (possibly inﬁnite) subextension L of K∞/K , recalling
that SL := S ⊗Λ ΛL , we have
SL ∼= D
(
S A(L)
)ι
, i.e. S A(L) ∼= D(SL)ι.
Proof. We use the notation of [12, 9.6], with the exception that our S A(L) is written SstrA (L) there.
By [12, 9.6.3], for any L as in the proposition, there is a surjection H˜1f (L/K , A) S A(L), which is an
isomorphism provided that for all places v ∈ Σ , we have (A−v )Gv∩GL = 0. By [12, 9.6.6.iii], it suﬃces
to check the latter condition when L = K ; by Nakayama’s lemma, this is equivalent to requiring that
(T−v /m)Gv ∼= (A−v [m])Gv = 0, which is precisely (Zero).
Let L be any subextension of K∞/K . Invoking [12, 9.7.2.i], we ﬁnd that
D
(
S A(L)
)ι ∼= H2(C(L)), (2)
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of K∞ . In particular, our proposition follows in the case L = K∞ .
We now invoke Nekovárˇ’s control theorem [12, 8.10.10] (cf. the discussion at the end of Sec-
tion A.5), showing that C(L) ∼= C ⊗LΛ ΛL . Represent C by a complex C• of the form [Φ
u→ Ψ ] as in 2.8.
Since Φ,Ψ are free, the object C(L) is represented by the complex C• ⊗Λ ΛL . Therefore,
H2
(
C(L)
)∼= H2(C• ⊗Λ ΛL)= coker(u mod IL) = coker(u) mod IL = SL,
which, together with Eq. (2), proves the proposition in general. 
In particular, under our hypotheses, a form of “perfect control” holds: the natural maps S A(L) →
S A(L′)Gal(L
′/L) are isomorphisms, for any K∞/L′/L/K .
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Recall that when L = K± , we write “±” as a subscript instead of “K±”. It
suﬃces to show that at least one of S± is not torsion over its respective Λ± , because then for every
ﬁnite subextension L/K of K± , we have
corankR S A(L) = rankR(S± ⊗Λ± ΛL) rankΛ± S± · rankR ΛL  1 · [L : K ],
as was desired. If S is not a torsion Λ-module, then both of the S± are not torsion Λ±-modules, and
our theorem follows trivially. So let us assume henceforth that S is torsion over Λ. In this case, the
characteristic ideal charΛ S ⊆ Λ is nonzero, and (charΛ S)Λ± divides charΛ± S± . Therefore, in order
to show that S± is nontorsion, it suﬃces to produce a generator of charΛ S whose image in some
Λ± is zero.
As in Proposition 2.8, C is representable by a complex of the form [Φ u↪→ Ψ ]. Applying Proposi-
tion 2.1, let us represent C once and for all by a basic skew-Hermitian complex C(M,h)• . (M is an
“organizing module” for the arithmetic of T ; cf. [10].) Recall that corankR S A(K ) is assumed to be
odd, and that
r = rankΛ M ≡ rankR SK = corankR S A(K ) (mod 2).
As in Section 2.1, take Ξ to be generated by ι and σ , and obtain from 2.2 a generator L of charΛ S ,
together with a homomorphism  :Ξ → {±1} describing the action of Ξ on L. If (σ ) = −1, then
since σ acts trivially on Λ+ we must have L 	→ 0 ∈ Λ+ , so we are done. (In this case, we did not need
to assume that r is odd.) In the case that (σ ) = +1, we see that (σ ι) = (σ )(ι) = 1 (−1)r = −1,
which forces L 	→ 0 ∈ Λ− , since σ ι acts trivially on Λ− . 
3. Applications
Here we apply the cohomological theorem to abelian varieties, modular forms, and Hida families.
In each case, we give hypotheses on the object in question that guarantee that the hypotheses (Symp),
(Ord), (Tam), (Irr), and (Zero) of Section 2.2 hold.
3.1. Abelian varieties
The following theorem is due to Mazur and Rubin [9, Theorem 3.1]. Although their statement only
includes elliptic curves, their proof applies verbatim to any abelian variety with a prime-to-p-degree
polarization.
Theorem 3.1. Let B/K0 be an abelian variety. Assume the following hypotheses hold:
(Symp) B admits a polarization of prime-to-p degree.
(Ord) At every place v above p, B has good, ordinary reduction.
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ponent group of the special ﬁber of the Néron model of B/OK ,v (i.e., the Tamagawa number of B
at v).
(Irr) No p-torsion element in B(K ) lies in every formal group of B/OK ,v , as v ranges over the places of
K lying above p.
(Zero) Denoting by Fv the residue ﬁeld of K at v, one has B(Fv)[p] = 0 for every place v of K above p.
If the classical p-power Selmer group Selp∞(B/K ) of B/K has odd rank, then for some choice of sign  = ±,
one has corankZp Selp∞(B/L) [L : K ] for all ﬁnite subextensions L/K of K .
Proof. We take R = Zp , and T = T p B , the p-adic Tate module of B . The set S consists of the places
dividing p∞, and where B has bad reduction.
Let B̂/K be the dual abelian variety. Fix a polarization λ : B → B̂ such that p  deg(λ). The com-
position T
λ→ T p B̂ ∼= T ∗(1) (where the second map is the Weil pairing) is injective, with cokernel of
order |deg(λ)|−1p = 1, and hence is an isomorphism. This self-duality is symplectic because the Weil
pairing is. Hence T satisﬁes (Symp).
At a place v ∈ Σ , we let A+v consist of the image of the p-power torsion of the formal group of
B over OK ,v . The compatibility of the Weil pairing with Cartier duality of ﬁnite ﬂat group schemes
ensures that these local conditions are Lagrangian (since B is good ordinary at v). Thus T satisﬁes
(Ord).
For (Tam), we point out that the criterion V Iv /T Iv  AIv appearing in Remark 2.5 is equivalent to
p not dividing the order of the component group appearing in the statement of the theorem, by [5,
Exposé IX, Proposition 11.2].
Because AGK = B(K )[p∞], the hypothesis that AGK →⊕v∈Σ A−v be injective means precisely that
no global p-torsion point comes from every v ’s formal group. Thus we have (Irr).
The hypothesis (Zero) holds because (T−v /m)Gv = B(Fv )[p] for v ∈ Σ .
As we have just veriﬁed the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3, we deduce the desired growth of S A(L) in
one of the K± . On the other hand, by [12, 9.6.7.3], there is a natural injection Selp∞(B/K ) ↪→ S A(L)
with ﬁnite cokernel, for L any ﬁnite extension of K . The desired growth of Selp∞(B/K ) thus follows
from the growth of S A(L). 
Remark 3.2. The hypothesis (Irr) of the above theorem holds when, in particular, B(K ) has no p-
torsion.
Remark 3.3. The p-primary part of the Shafarevich–Tate conjecture states that rankZ B(L) =
corankZp Selp∞(B/L). Thus, conjecturally, the Selmer growth guaranteed above actually means growth
of the Mordell–Weil rank.
3.2. Modular forms
Let R = O be the ring of integers in a ﬁnite extension F of Qp , with maximal ideal m, and N
a positive integer not divisible by p. Suppose we are given a normalized eigenform f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N) ∩
Γ1(p), τ icycl;O) of even weight k = 2k0  2 that is ordinary at p, in the sense that there is a p-adic
unit root αp of its pth Hecke polynomial. Choose a lift of i from Z/(p − 1) to Z/(2(p − 1)), noting
in passing that i is even. (More generally, one can work with Γ1(Np), so long as the nebentypus
character admits a square root.)
Let T f be the p-adic Galois representation associated to f by Deligne (with the homological nor-
malization); it is a free O-module of rank 2 equipped with a continuous, linear GQ,S -action, with
S = {v dividing Np∞}. It is well known that because f is ordinary, T f |Gp is reducible, admitting a
unique decomposition of the form
0→ O(υ−1χk−1τ icycl)→ T f |Gp → O(υ) → 0, (3)cycl
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[18, Theorems 1(1) and 2] and a combination of the items [13, 1.5.5 and 1.6.10].) Philosophically, our
method applies to the Selmer group related to the central value of an L-function, because it uses the
odd sign of a functional equation to produce a trivial zero there. Under a general recipe, the Selmer
group of T f is related to the L-value L( f ,1), which is not the central value when k > 2—rather,
L( f ,k/2) is. Accordingly, we must twist T f by a power of the Tate motive to make it self-dual.
In fact, one has j f : T f (χ
2−k
cycl τ
−i
cycl)
∼→ T ∗f (1). Setting
T := T f
(
χ
1−k0
cycl τ
−i/2
cycl
)
(using our chosen lift of i mod 2(p − 1)), we have j = j f (χk0−1cycl τ i/2cycl) : T
∼→ T ∗(1). This duality is
symplectic because k is even, by [13, 1.5.5 and 1.6.10]. Twisting the exact sequence (3) by χ1−k0cycl τ
−i/2
cycl ,
we obtain the exact sequence
0→ O(υ−1χk0cyclτ i/2cycl)→ T |Gp → O(υχ1−k0cycl τ−i/2cycl )→ 0, (4)
producing a unique Gp-stable O-direct summand T+p ⊂ T |Gp with Galois action through the charac-
ter υ−1χk0cyclτ
i/2
cycl. Moreover, T
−
p
∼= υχ1−k0cycl τ−i/2cycl . The uniqueness implies that this local condition is
Lagrangian.
Consider the following hypotheses on f :
(Irred) T /m is irreducible as a GQ,S -module.
(Min) The Serre conductor of the residual representation T /m is N .
(Tame) 3  N for all primes .
For later use, we brieﬂy collect some implications of these hypotheses.
Proposition 3.4. Let f be a modular form as described above.
(1) If (Irred) and (Min) hold for f , then the conductor of f is N or Np; in particular, f is new at N.
(2) If (Tame) holds for f , then for  | N the wild inertia group Iwild ⊂ I acts trivially on T f (and hence on T ).
Proof. First, notice that χcycl, and hence τcycl, is unramiﬁed at each  = p, and therefore T f and T
are isomorphic as I-modules.
For (1), the condition (Irred) means that the representation associated to f is residually irreducible
as a GQ,S -module, and hence the Serre conductor is computed using T f /m. The following inequalities
with  | N are then easy:
ord cond(T f /m) ord cond(T f ⊗O F ) ord N.
The hypothesis (Min) requires that the outer terms be equal; therefore, the middle term equals the
ﬁnal term.
For (2), we must show that r := rankO T Iwild is equal to 2. Certainly 0 r  2, so we must rule out
r = 0 and r = 1. First, notice that if r = 0, i.e. T Iwild = 0, then T I = 0 as well. Considering just the ﬁrst
term of the standard formula
ord N =
(
rank T − rank T I)+
∞∫ (
rank T − rank T Iu )du0
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ﬁrst term is 2, and since T I
wild
 = 0 the second term is nonzero. Thus ord N > 2, which is a contra-
diction. Also, if r  1, then Iwild ﬁxes some vector v ∈ T . Since det T = χcycl is a trivial I-module, the
matrix of the Iwild -action with respect to a basis extending v has the form
( 1 ∗
0 1
)
. But ∗ amounts to
a homomorphism from Iwild to a pro-p group, and I
wild
 is a pro--group, so ∗ = 0. Hence, we must
have r = 2. 
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.5. Let f ∈ S2k0 (Γ0(N) ∩ Γ1(p), τ icycl;O) be an ordinary eigenform as above, with p  N. Assume
that the hypotheses (Irred), (Min), and (Tame) hold for f . Let K be a number ﬁeld for which, additionally:
• K/Q is unramiﬁed above Np.
• If i/2+ k0 ≡ 1 (modp − 1), then α[Fv :Fp ]p ≡ 1 (mod m) for all places v above p.
Suppose K contains a degree 2 subﬁeld K0 , and assume that corankO S A(K ) is odd. Then for some choice of
sign  = ±, one has corankO S A(L) [L : K ] for all ﬁnite subextensions L/K of K .
Remark 3.6. If i/2 + k0 ≡ 1 (mod p − 1) then the other lift of i to Z/2(p − 1) has i/2 + k0 ≡ (p +
1)/2 (mod p − 1), so the second condition on K never rules out both of the two self-dual twists.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The theorem may be deduced from Theorem 2.3 as soon as the latter’s hy-
potheses are satisﬁed. As we have described above, T satisﬁes (Symp) and (Ord) over Q, and hence it
also does so over K0.
The freeness in (Tam) is automatic, because O is a DVR. For the rest of (Tam), by Remark 2.5 we
must show that H1(I v , T )
Frobv=1
tors is trivial. In fact, since K/Q is unramiﬁed above N , for every place
v of K lying over  ∈ Σ ′ we have I v = I . Thus, it suﬃces to show that H1(I, T )tors = 0.
As in Proposition 3.4(2), the condition (Tame) implies that for every prime number  | N , the iner-
tia group I ⊂ G acts through its tame quotient I/Iwild . Fix a generator t ∈ I/Iwild . The I-module
T is pro-p-ﬁnite, hence H1(Iwild ,M) = 0, so that inﬂation induces the ﬁrst of the isomorphisms:
H1(I, T )
∼← H1(I/Iwild , T )∼= T I .
Reducing mod m, we observe that
H1(I, T )/m ∼= T I/m = T /(t − 1,m) = (T /m)I . (5)
Following the conductor identity in Proposition 3.4(1),
dimF (T ⊗O F )I = dimk(T /m)I . (6)
Moreover, since f is new at N , T is ramiﬁed at , and so the left-hand side of the above equation is
0 or 1.
In the case of a 0, Nakayama’s lemma and Eq. (5) show that H1(I, T ) = 0.
Otherwise, in the case of a 1, we argue as follows. For any ﬁnitely generated module M over the
Noetherian local ring R , the quantity d = dimk M/m is the minimal integer for which there exists
a surjection R⊕d  M . Thus T I must be a cyclic O-module. A cyclic module is either free or it is
torsion over some generic component, and the former must hold for T I . Otherwise we would have
T I ⊗O F = 0, contradicting the 1 in Eq. (6) because (T ⊗O F )I = T I ⊗O F . Thus H1(I, T )tors = 0.
Putting together the two cases, we see that (Tam) holds in any case.
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for every v ∈ Σ . Therefore, if the kernel of A[m] → ⊕v∈Σ A−v is nonzero, then it must be 1-
dimensional over O/m. But such a subspace would be GQ,S0 -stable, contradicting (Irred). Since
A[m] →⊕v∈Σ A−v is injective, so is its restriction to A[m]GK ,S , which gives (Irr).
Finally, we show that (Zero) holds. Consider the restriction of T /m to Gp . Since the exact sequence
(4) deﬁnes T−p , we must show the nontriviality of the character υχ
1−k0
cycl τ
−i/2
cycl mod m (when further
restricted to Gv ⊆ Gp for v lying over p).
The character υ is unramiﬁed. The residual character χ jcycl mod m is identically equal to τ
j
cycl, and
on GQp it is unramiﬁed precisely for j ≡ 0 (mod p − 1), in which case it is trivial. So, if i/2 + k0 ≡
1 (mod p − 1) then our character is always ramiﬁed, and hence its restrictions to the Gv (for v ∈ Σ )
are nontrivial since K/Q is unramiﬁed at p. Hence, in this case, (Zero) holds.
In the case when i/2 + k0 ≡ 1 (mod p − 1), our character equals υ mod m. Since Frobp ∈ Gp/I p
acts through υ via αp , the element Frobv ∈ Gv/I v acts via α[Fv :Fp ]p . Thus, by our additional hypothesis,
υ is nontrivial, and (Zero) holds in this case as well. The theorem follows. 
Remark 3.7. Let B = B f be a modular elliptic curve with good ordinary reduction at p. Then the hy-
potheses of Theorem 3.1 on B are slightly weaker than the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 on f . Namely,
(Irred) implies (Irr), and if (Irred) holds then (Min) and (Tame) imply (Tam). Both reverse implications
do not necessarily hold. The asymmetry is due to the more complicated nature of guaranteeing the
vanishing of the Tamagawa numbers of a modular form, relative to the corresponding claim for an
abelian variety.
3.3. Hida families
Fix a positive integer N prime to p, an even integer i modulo 2(p − 1), and a ﬁnite extension of
Qp with ring of integers O. Write Λ for the Iwasawa algebra OZ×p , and use brackets 〈 〉 to denote
grouplike elements in it. (We will not use the Λ of Section 1.1 here.)
We take for R a completion of Hida’s Λ-adic Hecke algebra hord∞ (Γ0(N), τ icycl;O) at a maximal
ideal. It is ﬁnite free as a Λ-module. Thus, the classical points p ∈ Spec(R)alg correspond to p-
stabilized normalized ordinary eigenforms
fp ∈ Skp
(
Γ0(N) ∩ Γ1
(
pc(p)
)
, τ
i−kp
cycl ψp;Op
)
lying in a ﬁxed congruence class determined by the maximal ideal. We assume that FracO is alge-
braically closed in each factor of R ⊗Λ FracΛ. (Otherwise, enlarge O to ensure this condition.)
Associated to R is a semisimple residual representation ρss :GQ,S → GL2(R/m). Here are our hy-
potheses:
(Irred) ρss is irreducible as a GQ,S -module.
(Min) The Serre conductor of the residual representation ρss is N .
(Tame) 3  N for all primes .
Let TR denote the Galois representation associated to R by Hida (with the homological normal-
ization). Because of (Irred), it is a free R-module of rank 2, equipped with a continuous, linear
GQ,S -action, where S consists of the places of Q dividing Np∞. It has the properties that TR/m ∼= ρss,
and TR ⊗R Op ∼= T fp for all p ∈ Spec(R)alg. It admits a perfect, Galois-equivariant, skew-symmetric
pairing TR ⊗R T R → R(〈χcycl〉χcycl). Its restriction to Gp is reducible, sitting in an exact sequence
0→ R(Υ −1〈χcycl〉χcycl)→ TR |Gp → R(Υ ) → 0, (7)
where Υ is the unramiﬁed R-valued character of Gp whose value on Frobp is the Hecke operator
Up ∈ R . (For details, see [13, Chapter 1].)
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posite μp−1 ⊂ Z×p
〈 〉
↪→ Λ → R is given by μp−1  a 	→ ai−2 ∈ Zp ⊆ R . Therefore, Θ2 = 〈γcycl〉τ i−2cycl is
the composite of 〈χcycl〉 with the structure map Λ → R; in other words, Θ is a square root of 〈χcycl〉
with values in R .
As in the preceding section, the representation TR corresponds to the L-values L( fp,1), so we
twist it to correspond to the L( fp,kp/2). We deﬁne
T := TR ⊗R Θ−1.
Twisting the duality pairing TR ⊗R T R → R(〈χcycl〉χcycl) by Θ−2 = 〈χcycl〉−1, one obtains a duality
pairing on T with values in R(1). By [13, 1.6.10], this pairing is symplectic. Moreover, twisting Eq. (7)
by Θ−1, we see that the restriction of T to any decomposition group GQp at p sits in an exact
sequence
0→ R(Υ −1 Θ χcycl)→ T |GQp → R(Υ Θ−1)→ 0.
It is easy to see that this exact sequence is self-dual under the pairing just mentioned. We deﬁne T+p
to be the image of R(Υ −1 Θ χcycl) in T .
Our theorem closely resembles the corresponding result, Theorem 3.5, for individual modular
forms.
Theorem 3.8. Let R be a completion of the Hida–Hecke algebra of tame level Γ0(N) and character τ icycl , and
let T be the associated twisted representation, as above. Assume that (Irred), (Min), and (Tame) hold. Let K be
a number ﬁeld for which, additionally:
• K/Q is unramiﬁed above Np, and for each place v of K lying over N, we have U [Fv :F] /∈ 1+m.
• If i/2≡ 1 (mod p − 1), then U [Fv :Fp ]p /∈ 1+m for all places v lying over p and U2p /∈ 1+m.
Suppose K contains a degree 2 subﬁeld K0 , and assume that corankR S A(K ) is odd. Then for some choice of
sign  = ±, one has corankR S A(L) [L : K ] for all ﬁnite subextensions L/K of K .
Remark 3.9. If i/2≡ 1 (mod p−1) then the other lift of i to Z/2(p−1) has i/2≡ (p+1)/2 (mod p−
1), so the second condition on K never rules out both of the two self-dual twists.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. We will deduce our desired claim from Theorem 2.3. To begin with, the ring R
is a complete Noetherian local ring; by (Irred) and [13, 1.5.2–1.5.4], R is Gorenstein, and the “residual
representation” of the Hida family is realized by T /m.1
As described above, T satisﬁes (Symp) and (Ord) over Q, and, consequently, also over any ﬁnite
extension of Q.
We now consider (Tam). As in the case of modular forms, (Tame) implies that for v lying over
 ∈ Σ ′ , the inertia group I acts on T through its tame quotient, and
H1(I, T ) ∼= T /(t − 1) and H1(I, T /m) ∼= T /(m, t − 1),
for t ∈ I/Iwild a generator. Then the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.5 using (Irr) and
(Min) shows that H1(I, T ) is either zero or free of rank one.
1 Note added in proof: We thank O. Fouquet for pointing out to us that the theorem of Mazur and Tilouine used in the proof
of [13, 1.5.2–1.5.4] is incorrect without a p-distinguished hypothesis. The reader can check that our requirement that U2p /∈ 1+m
provides this in our setting.
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has TnewN = TN . Therefore, [2, Lemma 2.6.2] implies that Frob acts on the line (T ⊗R FracΛ)I through
the Hecke operator U; the same is therefore true on the lattice T I . Since v is unramiﬁed over  one
has I v = I , and the preceding calculation shows that Frobv −1 acts bijectively on H1(I v , T ) precisely
when U [Fv :F] /∈ 1+m, which was our additional hypothesis.
For the freeness part of (Tam), recall that T is self-dual, so that T ∼= T ∗(1). We compute from this
(noting that I acts trivially on R(1)) that
T I ∼= Hom(T , R(1))I = ker(t − 1 ∣∣ Hom(T , R(1)))
= { f : T → R(1) ∣∣ 0= [(t − 1) f ](T ) = f ((t−1 − 1)T )}
= Hom(T /(t−1 − 1), R(1))= Hom(T I , R(1)). (8)
Since T I is free in all cases, we deduce from the above identity that T
I is free too. Hence (Tam)
holds.
The veriﬁcation of the hypotheses (Irr) and (Zero) is accomplished in the exact same manner as
in the proof of Theorem 3.5, so we omit it. The only (cosmetic) difference is that the Gp-action on
T−v /m here is through Υ τ
1−i/2
cycl mod m, which plays the same role as υτ
1−i/2−k0
cycl mod m in the proof
of Theorem 3.5. 
Finally, we mention the following result that explicates the relationship between the theorems for
modular forms and their Hida families.
Proposition 3.10. Assume R is a UFD (e.g., it is regular). Assume that, for all places v of K above N, we have
U [Fv :F] /∈ 1+m. Then the remaining hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 are satisﬁed by R if and only if the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.5 are satisﬁed by any classical, even weight modular form fp in the family with c(p) 1. In this
case, one has S( fp) = (S(R) ⊗R R/p) ⊗R/p Op , with the obvious notation.
Proof. The ﬁrst claim is immediate. (As in the veriﬁcation of (Zero) in the above proof, note the slight
renormalization of the relevant power of τcycl.) Using the description of S provided by Proposition 2.8,
the second claim follows from Nakayama’s lemma, given that we may apply an analogue of Nekovárˇ’s
control theorem [12, 8.10.10]. As explained in the comments at the end of Section A.5, this is indeed
the case, because every height-one prime p ∈ Spec R is principal, and Eq. (9) holds because of Eq. (8)
above, using the fact that T I , if nonzero, is free of rank one. 
It follows from the above proposition that, when its conditions are satisﬁed, for each sign  = ±
one has
rankΛ(R) S(R) = rankΛ( fp) S( fp)
for all but ﬁnitely many classical, even-weight p, and this rank is positive for at least one sign. Thus,
the Selmer growth of modular forms, as produced in this paper, occurs “uniformly in the Hida family”,
with ﬁnitely many exceptions.
4. Examples
Here we show concrete instances of the applications of the preceding chapter.
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We remind the reader that we had no need for Nekovárˇ’s higher Cassels–Tate pairing apparatus
in the preceding chapters; this is still the case for the examples of modular abelian varieties be-
low. However, we admit applications of the Cassels–Tate pairing below to produce speciﬁc numerical
examples of modular forms of higher weight, and of Hida families. Precisely, we employ the parity
conjecture as proved in [12, 12.2.6] by means of this theory in order to detect odd Selmer parity; and,
in order to extend the computations to Hida families, we refer to a direct application of the pairing
[12, 10.7.5.ii]. (The latter result, on its own, is enough to prove a ﬁne Selmer growth theorem.)
Assume we are given an even-weight eigenform f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N) ∩ Γ1(p), τ icycl;O) that is ordinary
at p with p  N as in Section 3.2, and an imaginary quadratic ﬁeld K/Q that is unramiﬁed at Np.
Assume all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 hold except possibly the parity condition: namely, (Irred),
(Min), and (Tame) hold, and that if i/2+ k/2≡ 1 (mod p − 1) then α[Fp:Fp ]p ≡ 1 (mod m) (a choice of
i/2 ∈ Z/(p − 1) satisfying this can always be made). The question is for which choices of K one has
corankZp S A f (K ) odd.
To answer this, we ﬁrst invoke the parity conjecture [12, 12.2.6], whose proof makes use of the
Cassels–Tate pairing. This theorem implies, in particular, that
corankO S A f (L) ≡ ords=k/2 L( f /L, s) (mod 2)
for L = Q or K . In the case L = K , denoting by χK the quadratic Dirichlet character corresponding
to K , one has
L( f /K , s) = L( f /Q, s)L( fχK /Q, s).
Hence, the Selmer parity is the composite of the analytic parities of f and fχK . Moreover, if r is
the analytic rank of f over L, it is well known that (−1)r is the sign of the functional equation
of L( f /L, s), and when that L = Q this sign is equal to (−1)k/2wN( f )( f ), where wN( f )( f ) = ±1
is the eigenvalue of the Atkin–Lehner WN( f )-operator acting on f . (We stress the dependence
of N on f to avoid confusion when applying these remarks to fχK .) Thus, writing w( f , K ) =
wN( fχK )( fχK )/wN( f )( f ) for the change in sign caused by twisting f by χK , the sign of L( f /K , s)
is computed to be
wN( f )( f )wN( fχK )( fχK ) = wN( f )( f )w( f , K )wN( f )( f ) = w( f , K ),
as wN( f )( f ) = ±1. But w( f , K ) is easily computed, by [16, 3.63(2) and 3.65], to be χK (−N( f )). As K
is imaginary quadratic, we ﬁnd odd Selmer corank precisely when χK (N( f )) = 1.
As for the Hida family passing through f , let R be the corresponding completion of hord∞ (Γ0(N),
τ icycl;O), and assume moreover that for U [Fv :F] /∈ 1 + mR for each place v of K lying over  divid-
ing N . We want to ﬁnd quadratic ﬁelds where odd Selmer corank occurs. By Nekovárˇ’s Cassels–Tate
apparatus (see [12, 10.7.15.ii]), the R-corank of S AR (K ) is of equal parity to the O-corank S A f (K ). In
particular, there is no further restriction on K .
4.2.  at p = 11
Let  ∈ S12(SL2(Z);Z) be the discriminant form, with
(q) =
∑
n1
τ (n)qn = q − 24q2 + 252q3 − 1472q4 + 4830q5 − 6048q6 − 16744q7
+ 84480q8 − 113643q9 − 115920q10 + 534612q11 − · · · .
It is the cusp eigenform of lowest weight with level 1, and p = 11 is its ﬁrst ordinary prime.
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rem 3.5. In the notation of Section 3.2, one has (k,N, i) = (12,1,0). Since N = 1, there is no need to
worry about (Min) and (Tame). For (Irred), we need to know for which imaginary quadratic ﬁelds K
the action of GK on T /m leaves no lines ﬁxed. For this, we recall that, by the calculations of Serre and
Swinnerton-Dyer [15,17], the action of GQ,S on T f /m gives a surjection GQ,S → GL2(F11). Invoking
the following elementary result, we conclude that  satisﬁes (Irred) for all K .
Proposition 4.1. Let q be a prime power, G a group, and ρ :G → GL2(Fq) a homomorphism with image G0 .
Suppose that [GL2(Fq) : G0] < (q + 1)/2. Then for no index 2 subgroup H ⊂ G and no character χ :G → F×q
is there a ﬁxed line of F⊕2q under (ρ ⊗ χ)(H).
Proof. Such a ﬁxed line would result in ρ(H) ⊆ G1 :=
( ∗ ∗
0 ∗
)
, and the latter group has q(q − 1)2 ele-
ments. But
#G0 = #GL2(Fq)[GL2(Fq) : G0] >
(q2 − 1)(q2 − q)
(q + 1)/2 = 2q(q − 1)
2 = 2#G1,
whence [G0 : G1] > 2= [G : H], a contradiction. 
Since i = 0 ∈ Z/10, one has i/2 = 0 or 5 ∈ Z/10. Its 11-Hecke polynomial, modulo 11, is X2 − X ,
so its unit root α11 ∈ Z11 satisﬁes α11 ≡ 1 (mod 11). This forces us to take the self-dual twist of T
with i/2= 0 (with i/2+ k/2 = 6) and not i/2= 5 (with i/2+ k/2= 1). The other restriction listed in
Theorem 3.5 is that K/Q be unramiﬁed above p = 11. By the discussion of Section 4.1, we are now
limited to those quadratic ﬁelds K with χK (N()) = 1. But N() = 1, so this is no restriction.
Finally, since K/Q is abelian, Kato’s Euler system (see [6]) implies that S+ is Λ+-torsion. This
eliminates the possibility of growth with  = +. We summarize:
Theorem 4.2. Let K/Q be any imaginary quadratic ﬁeld whose discriminant is prime to 11. Let A =
T(χ
−5
cycl) ⊗Z11 Q11/Z11 . Then S A(L) has corank bounded below by [L : K ] for L ranging through the ﬁnite
subextensions of the anticyclotomic Z11-extension of K .
Most of the above work carries over with little change for Hida theory. It is well known that
Λ
∼→ hord∞ (SL2(Z);Z11), i.e. the Hida family passing through  is as small as possible. (This can be ac-
complished, for example, by enumerating cusp eigenforms of appropriate weight, level and character
congruent modulo 11 to , and ﬁnding only one in each weight, level and character.)
We seek imaginary quadratic ﬁelds K to which Theorem 3.8 applies. Since (N, i) = (1,12), we still
need not worry about (Tam) and (Min). Since T /m for the Hida family is identical to that for f , we
still see that every quadratic ﬁeld satisﬁes (Irred). The theorem requires that K be unramiﬁed at 11.
We easily treat the numerology: i/2 = 1 or 6 ∈ Z/10, and we must take i/2 = 6, because Up ≡ αp ≡
1 (mod m). By Section 4.1, the same quadratic ﬁelds K are valid as those for  itself. Finally, we
point out that Kato’s result implies that S+ is Λ(Hida)+-torsion, because S(Hida)+  S()+ , and
the latter is Λ()+-torsion, in the obvious notation. We summarize:
Theorem 4.3. Let K/Q be any imaginary quadratic ﬁeld whose discriminant is not divisible by 11. Let A =
THida(〈γ−1/2cycl 〉τ−5cycl) ⊗Zp Qp/Zp , where THida is the Galois representation constructed by Hida with values in
his Λ-adic Hecke algebra R with (p,N, i) = (11,1,12). Then S A(L) has corank bounded below by [L : K ] for
L ranging through the ﬁnite subextensions of the anticyclotomic Zp-extension of K .
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The following example is taken from [10, Example 10.10], and hence is well known. Let E be the
elliptic curve over Q deﬁned by
y2 + y = x3 − x.
Instead of ﬁxing p and varying K , we ﬁx K = Q(√−3) and ask when Theorem 3.1 applies. It is
claimed in [10] that E(K ) = E(Q) = Z · (0,0) and Ш(E/K ) = 0; in particular, Selp(E/K ) ≈ Qp/Zp has
Zp-corank one for any prime p. Let
∑
n1 anq
n be the q-expansion of the normalized newform f of
level Γ0(37) corresponding to E .
For (Symp), all elliptic curves are principally polarized. We have (Ord) when p > 3 and ap = 0
(since p = 2,3 are supersingular for E). For the Tamagawa obstruction, we note that the residual
representation of f at any p = 37 has Serre conductor 37 (because otherwise level-lowering would
produce a weight-2 cusp form for SL2(Z)), which is enough to force H1(I37, T )tors = 0. Moreover, 37
is unramiﬁed in K , so this calculation applies to the inertia groups of K lying over 37. Since E(K ) ≈ Z,
(Irr) holds for all p. Finally, (Zero) holds over Q when ap = 1, by the Weil bound, and hence over K
when either ap or a2p = 1, according to whether p is split or inert in K , respectively.
Once again, by Kato, it is known that S+ is Λ+-torsion. We summarize:
Theorem 4.4. Let E and K be as given above. Then, for any prime p > 3 with p = 37 and ap = 0,±1, the
Zp-coranks of Selp∞(E/L) are bounded below by [L : K ] for L ranging through the ﬁnite subextensions of the
p-anticyclotomic extension of K .
4.4. The unique newform in S4(Γ0(5))
Let f ∈ S4(Γ0(5);Z) be the unique newform, which has
f (q) =
∑
n1
anq
n = q − 4q2 + 2q3 + 8q4 − 5q5 − 8q6 + 6q7 − 23q9 + 20q10 + 32q11
+ 16q12 − 38q13 − 24q14 − 10q15 − 64q16 + 26q17 + 92q18 + · · · .
It is the cusp eigenform of lowest level with weight k = 4. It is clear from the q-expansion above that
all primes p  17 except p = 2,5 are good ordinary for f ; in fact, p = 2,5 are the only nonordinary
primes for f that are less than 1000.
Suppose f is ordinary at p (so in particular p = 2,5). Then f satisﬁes (Min) because there are
no level 1 forms to level-lower to, and (Tam) because N = 5 is prime. By Proposition 4.1, we have
(Irred) for all quadratic ﬁelds K , granted p > 6 and p is not exceptional for f (i.e., since the weight
of f is 4, that the mod p representation associated to f surjects onto the matrices in GL2(Fp) whose
determinants are cubes in Fp). Ribet’s generalization [14] of Serre–Swinnerton-Dyer’s arguments [15,
17] proves that there are only ﬁnitely many exceptional p; stepping through his paper in this case, we
computed that there are no exceptional p with p > 19. For p > 2, one certainly has 2,2+ (p−1)/2 ≡
1 (mod p−1), so both self-dual twists work. Once again, Kato’s work precludes Selmer growth in the
cyclotomic extension. We summarize:
Theorem 4.5. let f be as given above. Let p be an ordinary prime for f with p > 19, and let T be either of the
two self-dual twists of the p-adic Galois representation T f associated to f . Let K be any imaginary quadratic
ﬁeld in which 5 and p are unramiﬁed, satisfying χK (5) = 1. Then for all ﬁnite subextensions L/K within the
anticyclotomic Zp-extension of K , one has corankZp S A(L) [L : K ].
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Appendix A. Selmer complexes
In this appendix we give a crash course in Selmer complexes, with an aim towards explaining how
the complex C of Proposition 2.8 is constructed. This construction is not necessary for our results,
and is provided only for the convenience of the curious reader; therefore, for the sake of brevity,
we sketch the constructions of our objects, and those facts that will be of use to us, only in as much
generality as is needed. For much more information, including proofs of our claims, further properties,
and applications, the reader is referred to Nekovárˇ’s original work [12].2
A.1. Additional notation
Throughout this appendix, Section 1.1 is in force.
There are some full subcategories of R-mod that are of interest to us. We write R-ﬂ (resp. R-ft,
R-coft) for the category consisting of ﬁnite-length (resp. Noetherian, Artinian) R-modules. Since R is
Noetherian, it is customary to call Noetherian R-modules “of ﬁnite type”; we will adopt the conven-
tion of calling Artinian R-modules “of coﬁnite type”, thus explaining the notation. Objects in the three
categories of this paragraph are naturally endowed with linear topologies.
If G is a group, then R[G]-mod is the category of (linearly topologized) R-modules equipped with
continuous, linear G-actions. For  one of the conditions -ﬂ, -ft, -coft, we write R[G]-modR for the
full subcategory whose underlying R-modules belong to R.
Throughout this section, we use the letter M (resp. T , A) exclusively to denote an element of
R-ﬂ (resp. R-ft, R-coft), or perhaps R[G]-modR-ﬂ (resp. R[G]-modR-ft , R[G]-modR-coft). The letter X
stands for any of M, T , A, unless otherwise speciﬁed. Written with a big dot, X• means either M• ,
T • , or A• , with each component satisfying the appropriate ﬁniteness condition, and is assumed to be
a bounded complex.
A.2. Continuous cochain complexes
Fix a proﬁnite group G satisfying the following ﬁniteness hypothesis: For every open normal sub-
group H ⊆ G , all the k-vector spaces H∗(H,k) are ﬁnite-dimensional, and moreover e := c.d.p(G) < ∞
(in the sense of cohomology of discrete modules). The results that follow will generally only be valid
for G of this type.
We write C•(G,M) for the continuous cochain complex of G with coeﬃcients in M , as in [12, 3.4.1.1].
Because M is topologically discrete, here “continuous” simply means “locally constant on G”. We put
C•(G, T ) = lim←−
n
C•
(
G, T /mn
)
and C•(G, A) = lim−→
n
C•
(
G, A
[
mn
])
.
One extends this notion to complexes by deﬁning the cochain complex “C•(G, X•)” of X• to be the
total complex of the bicomplex “C•(G, X•)”. (We will never have need to refer to the latter, so there
should be no confusion of notation.)
2 And a hearty referral it is! The book is carefully written and includes copious useful details.
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X• 	→ RΓ (G, X•) := [C•(G, X•)] ∈ D(R)
factors uniquely through an exact functor D(R[G]-modR-ﬂ) → D(R) when X = M (resp.
D(R[G]-modR-ft) → D(R) when X = T , D(R[G]-modR-coft) → D(R) when X = A). Passing to coho-
mology groups, we get the usual “continuous hypercohomology” cohomological δ-functor, which we
denote by H∗(G, ·). (In [12], the notation Ccont is used, but since this is the only type of cohomology
we will encounter, there is no need to continuously remind the reader of any distinction.)
If H ⊆ G is a closed normal subgroup, then we have an “inﬂation” map
inf :C•
(
G/H, XH
)→ C•(G, X),
which is a quasi-isomorphism if H has proﬁnite order not divisible by p. This leads one to expect the
existence of a “Hochschild–Serre” morphism of complexes
“C•
(
G/H,C•(H, X)
)→ C•(G, X)”.
However, under the natural action of G on C•(H, X), the subgroup H acts trivially only up to homotopy,
so there is not an action of G/H on C•(H, X) in the sense of our present framework. Thus, the
complex “C•(G/H,C•(H, X))” does not make sense to us.
The preceding concern has consequences for Iwasawa theory. We would like to deﬁne, for H ⊆ G
a closed normal subgroup with G/H abelian, complexes
C•Iw(G, H, T ) := lim←−
α,cor
C•(Gα, T ) and
C•(H, A) := lim−→
α,res
C•(Gα, A),
the Gα ranging over all open normal subgroups of G containing H , representing objects of D(Λ) with
Λ = RG/H. However, the action of G/H has not been checked to make sense, so the right-hand
sides only a priori live in D(R). To circumvent this, Nekovárˇ has engineered a variant of Shapiro’s
lemma that shows that
lim←−
α,cor
C•(Gα, T ) ∼= C•(G, T ⊗R Λ) and
lim−→
α,res
C•(Gα, A) ∼= C•
(
G,HomR(Λ, A)
)
.
We thus represent RΓIw(G, H, T ) and RΓ (H, A) by the respective right-hand sides of the two above
equations, which ostensibly are equipped with continuous G/H-actions, and consider them as objects
of D(Λ). Note that
T ⊗R Λ ∈ Λ[G]-modΛ-ft and
HomR(Λ, A) ∈ Λ[G]-modΛ-coft,
so the above applications of C•(G, ·) make sense.
Under our ﬁniteness hypothesis on G , using a Mittag–Leﬄer argument, we ﬁnd that taking lim←−α,cor
is exact, so no R lim←− is needed. Moreover, forming lim←−α and lim−→α commute with passing to cohomol-
ogy groups. A “way-out functors” argument shows that, for each i  0,
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Hi(G, T ) ∈ R-ft, and
Hi(G, A) ∈ R-coft,
and all these groups vanish for i > e. Furthermore, if T • ∈ D[a,b]perf (R) (upon forgetting the G-action),
then RΓ (G, T ) ∈ D[a,b+e]perf (R). This applies particularly to when T is free over R , so that RΓ (G, T ) ∈
D[0,e]perf (R).
A.3. Intermission: Autoduality theorems for R
Since R is a complete Noetherian local ring, Matlis duality theory takes a simple form. Let I R be
an injective hull of k in R-mod. Then the rule X 	→ D(X) := HomR(X, I R) describes an exact anti-
equivalence of the category R-ﬂ with itself, with IdR-ﬂ
∼→ D ◦ D . Hence, taking limits, D furnishes an
exact anti-equivalence R-ft↔ R-coft.
The ﬁniteness of the residue ﬁeld k implies that D actually coincides with the Pontryagin duality
functor X 	→ HomZp (X,Qp/Zp); this shows that the underlying Zp-module of D(X) does not depend
on R . Moreover, the objects of R-ﬂ are the precisely ﬁnite modules, those of R-ft are compact, and
those of R-coft are discrete.
We required that R be Gorenstein essentially to guarantee that Grothendieck duality over R be
realized via the complex consisting of R concentrated in degree 0. So, the functor T • 	→D(T •) :=
RHom(T , R) provides an exact anti-equivalence of categories D(R-ft) → D(R-ft). In the case where
T • is a complex of free modules, we may represent RHom(T •, R) by the object Hom(T •, R) itself.
Thus, D(T •) exchanges D[a,b]perf (R) with D
[−b,−a]
perf (R). In this case, including notably when T
• is a single
free module in degree 0, we will always make this identiﬁcation, essentially obliterating the use of
derived categories.
Although we will not make use of it, we note that the functors D and D are related to each other
via Grothendieck’s local duality theorem.
Finally, if Γ ≈ Znp , then Λ := RΓ  also satisﬁes the hypotheses we have made on R , and we
denote its Matlis (resp. Grothendieck) duality functors by DΛ (resp. DΛ).
A.4. Local duality and Selmer complexes
The arithmetic duality theorems of Poitou and Tate are stated for Galois modules of ﬁnite cardinal-
ity. We present here some results of Nekovárˇ’s process of “bootstrapping” them up to modules over a
larger ring.
Straying somewhat from Section 1.1, we let K be any number ﬁeld (forgetting K0), and consider a
ﬁnite set of places S , partitioned as in Section 1.1, with still p > 2. (The set of places S of Section 1.1
is replaced here by the set of places of K lying over S .)
Let v be a place of K . We may summarize the local duality theorem as saying that Gv satisﬁes
the ﬁniteness hypothesis with c.d.p(Gv ) = 2, and that the “invariant map” applied to the cup product
has adjoint morphisms
RΓ
(
Gv , D
(
X•
)
(1)
)→ D(RΓ (Gv , X•))[−2] and
RΓ
(
Gv ,D
(
T •
)
(1)
)→D(RΓ (Gv , T •))[−2]
that are isomorphisms in D(R), for X• ∈ D(R[Gv ]-modR) with  one of -ﬂ, -ft, -coft, and for T • ∈
D(R[Gv ]-modR-ft).
The global duality theorem is somewhat more complicated. The cohomology over GK is uncontrol-
lable, so one uses GK ,S . And the cohomology over GK ,S is not self-dual, but instead a version of the
cohomology that has been modiﬁed by local conditions (i.e. the Selmer complex) is self-dual.
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R-modules and a chain map
i+v :U+v → C•
(
Gv , X
•).
The two simplest examples are ∅ (“no conditions” or “empty conditions”) with all i+v equal to the
identity map, and c (“compact support”, or “full conditions”) with all i+v equal to the map from the
zero complex.
For any particular place v ∈ S f , suppose we are given a complex of R[Gv ]-modules X+v = (X+v )•
and a Gv -morphism j+v : (X+v )• → X• . Then one deﬁnes the (strict) Greenberg local condition at v to
be the induced morphism i+v :C•(Gv , (X+v )•) → C•(Gv , X•).
For a place v ∈ Σ ′ , there is the unramiﬁed local condition at v . When X• is X concentrated in
a degree zero, this is U+v = C•(Gv/I v , X Iv ), with i+v being the inﬂation map. (Our present lacking of
a well-deﬁned Hochschild–Serre morphism makes for diﬃculties when X• is not concentrated in a
single degree. Since we only need the simple case, we let the reader ﬁnd a more general formulation
in [12, Chapter 7].)
The maps i+v play the role in our situation of the subgroups H1f (Gv , X) ⊆ H1(Gv , X) appearing
in classical Selmer groups. Just as one has the notationally convenient quotients H1s (Gv , X), we form
U−v = Cone(−i+v ), which come with canonical maps i−v :C•(Gv , X) → U−v . In the case of a (strict)
Greenberg local condition induced by j+v : X+v → Xv , if we put (X−v )• = Cone(− j+v ), then i−v is induced
by j−v , in the evident notation.
Now we put the local conditions together to deﬁne Selmer complexes. We set U±S =
⊕
v∈S f U
±
v and
i±S =
⊕
i±v . Recall that our choices of embeddings of algebraic closures have furnished us with maps
Gv → GK ,S . Pulling back via these maps, we get functorial “restriction” maps resv :C•(GK ,S , X) →
C•(Gv , X). We gather these restriction maps into one map resS f =
⊕
v∈S f resv .
Given a system  of local conditions, we deﬁne the Selmer complex
C˜•f (X) := C˜•f (GK ,S , X;) := Cone
(
i−S ◦ resS f
)[−1].
We write R˜Γ f (X) for its image in D(R), and we call its cohomology groups H˜∗f (X) the extended
Selmer groups of X (in the sense of Nekovárˇ).
Consider our examples above of local conditions. When we have “imposed no conditions” we
obtain R˜Γ f (GK ,S , X;∅) = RΓ (GK ,S , X), which is essentially the same as continuous étale coho-
mology over SpecOK ,S , and when we have “imposed full conditions” we obtain RΓc(GK ,S , X) :=
R˜Γ f (GK ,S , X;c), which is essentially continuous étale cohomology over SpecOK ,S with compact
supports. For a general system , one obtains from the deﬁnition of C˜•v an exact sequence
0→ H˜0f (GK ,S , X;) → H0(GK ,S , X) →
⊕
v∈S f
H0
(
U−v
)
→ H˜1f (GK ,S , X;) → H1(GK ,S , X) →
⊕
v∈S f
H1
(
U−v
)
.
This exact sequence tells us how H˜1f (X) compares to traditional Selmer groups, and, together with
global duality, how to bound the degrees of the Selmer complex.
Given a system  of local conditions for X , we may deﬁne the D(1)-dual local conditions ∗ for
D(X•)(1) by taking the exact triangles
U+v → C•
(
Gv , X
•)→ U−v ,
hitting them with D , twisting them by R(1), applying local duality for each v , and shifting the result
by [−2]. One similarly obtains D(1)-dual local conditions ∗ for D(T •)(1).
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cal condition induced by j+v : X+v → X is the Greenberg local condition induced by D( j−v )(1) (resp.
D( j−v )(1)). The D(1)-dual to an unramiﬁed local condition is again the unramiﬁed local condition of
the D(1)-dual; however, the D(1)-dual to an unramiﬁed local condition is not necessarily isomorphic
to the unramiﬁed local condition of the D(1)-dual, in general! Assuming T is concentrated in de-
gree 0, one can only guarantee that unramiﬁed local conditions are D(1)-dual to each other when
Frobv −1 acts bijectively on H1(I v , T ).
A.5. Global duality and Iwasawa theory
We ﬁx K and S as in the preceding section. In this section, X• is equipped with a continuous,
linear GK ,S -action, and a choice of local conditions .
The global duality theorem says that GK ,S satisﬁes the ﬁniteness hypothesis with e = 2, and that
the sum of invariants of the cup product has adjoint morphisms
R˜Γ f
(
GK ,S , D
(
X•
)
(1);∗)→ D(R˜Γ f (GK ,S , X•;))[−3] and
R˜Γ f
(
GK ,S ,D
(
T •
)
(1);∗)→D(R˜Γ f (GK ,S , T •;))[−3],
that are isomorphisms in D(R).
Consider the special case when X is ﬁnite and concentrated in degree 0, and  = ∅ , so that
∗ = c . Upon projecting onto the level of cohomology, the theorem involving D says that the global
Galois cohomology is Pontryagin dual to the cohomology with compact supports of the Cartier dual.
Thus we recover a statement reminiscent of Poincaré duality from this special case.
One has a version of the above theorem that applies to limits of cochain complexes over abelian
towers of number ﬁelds. Let L/K be a Znp-extension with Galois group ΓL , write ΛL := RΓ  as in
Section 1.1, and let {Kα} be the collection of subﬁelds of L that are ﬁnite over K . Deﬁne the Iwasawa
Selmer complexes by the expressions
R˜Γ f ,Iw(L/K , T ;) := lim←−
α
R˜Γ f (GKα,Sα , T ;α)
∼= R˜Γ f (GK ,S , T ⊗R ΛL; ⊗R ΛL) ∈ D(ΛL) and
R˜Γ f (KS/L, A;) := lim−→
α
R˜Γ f (GKα,Sα , A;α)
∼= R˜Γ f
(
GK ,S ,HomR(ΛL, A);HomR(ΛL;)
) ∈ D(ΛL),
where the isomorphisms are due to Shapiro’s lemma, Sα is the set of places of Kα lying over S , and
α consists of the local conditions , appropriately propagated to Kα . (See [12, §§8.6–8.7] for how
to propagate unramiﬁed and Greenberg conditions.) One can show that taking cohomology of these
complexes commutes with forming the limits. In other words, we get
H∗
(
R˜Γ f ,Iw(L/K , T ;)
)∼= lim←−
α
H˜∗f (GKα,Sα , T ;α) =: H˜∗f ,Iw(L/K , T ;),
H∗
(
R˜Γ f (KS/L, A;)
)∼= lim−→
α
H˜∗f (GKα,Sα , A;α) =: H˜∗f (KS/L, A;).
Using the above complexes, we get the Iwasawa-theoretic duality theorem, which says that the
natural maps
R˜Γ f ,Iw
(
L/K ,D
(
T •
)
(1);∗)→DΛL (R˜Γ f ,Iw(L/K , T •;))ι[−3],
R˜Γ f
(
KS/L, D
(
T •
)
(1);∗)→ DΛL (R˜Γ f ,Iw(L/K , T •;))ι[−3]
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original global duality theorem, but now working over the ring ΛL .)
Nekovárˇ has proved a general control theorem. Let r ∈ R be a nonzero-divisor for all of the fol-
lowing: R , X , both X±v (when  is Greenberg at v), and X Iv (when  is unramiﬁed at v). Moreover,
when  is unramiﬁed at v , assume that
X Iv ⊗R R/r = (X ⊗R R/r)I v . (9)
Then one has
R˜Γ f (X) ⊗LR R/(r) ∼−→ R˜Γ f (X/r X).
More generally, let I ⊂ R be any ideal that is generated by a sequence r1, . . . , rn that is regular for the
above list of objects and such that for i = 1, . . . ,n one has
X Iv ⊗R R/(r1, . . . , ri) =
(
X ⊗R R/(r1, . . . , ri)
)I v
.
Then by induction we deduce that
R˜Γ f (X) ⊗LR R/I ∼−→ R˜Γ f (X/I X).
One knows by [8, §5.4, Lemma (i)] that Zdp-extensions are unramiﬁed away from p, including all
places v where  is the unramiﬁed condition. For every place v ′ of L lying over such v , one has
I v ′ = I v , and I v acts trivially on ΛL . Thus X ⊗R ΛL satisﬁes (X ⊗R ΛL)I v = X Iv ⊗R ΛL , and, as a result,
Eq. (9) holds for X . Thus we can apply the control theorem to X and I = I = ker(ΛL  R) (with ri of
the form 〈γi〉 − 1 with γi ∈ Γ ), to obtain the isomorphism
R˜Γ f ,Iw(L/K , T ) ⊗LΛ R ∼−→ R˜Γ f (T ).
For another example, if r ∈ R is prime then, granted Eq. (9), we can compute the Selmer and Iwasawa-
theoretic Selmer complexes of T /rT by taking those associated to T and (derived-)tensoring down.
This can be used sometimes when R is a Hida–Hecke algebra and (r) ∈ Spec R corresponds to a
classical eigenform.
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